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ABSTRACT
We consider query optimization techniques for data intensive P2P
applications. We show how to adapt an old technique from de-
ductive databases, namely Query-Sub-Query (QSQ), to a setting
where autonomous and distributed peers share large volumes of in-
terelated data.

We illustrate the technique with an important telecommunication
problem, the diagnosis of distributed telecom systems. We show
that (i) the problem can be modeled using Datalog programs, and
(ii) it can benefit from the large battery of optimization techniques
developed for Datalog. In particular, we show that a simple generic
use of the extension of QSQ achieves an optimization as good as
that previously provided by dedicated diagnosis algorithms. Fur-
thermore, we show that it allows solving efficiently a much larger
class of system analysis problems.

1. INTRODUCTION
Research on deductive databases, a hot topic in the late 80s,

led to beautiful results, with little industrial impact. Years later,
with networks everywhere, recursive data management is becoming
more essential. For instance, telecommunication systems interact
with each other to gather routing data, possibly recursively. Also,
a Web portal may want to retrieve information from some Web
servers, referring to other servers recursively. In both cases, recur-
sive data management is an essential aspect of the problem. Things
are of course more complex than in the good old Datalog days:
the architecture is often based on distributed autonomous peers and
the interaction is often asynchronous. Nevertheless, one encoun-
ters again the management of a mix of intensional and extensional
information in a recursive setting. As we will see here, some of the
solid technology developed for Datalog comes in handy.
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Telecom systems.To illustrate issues often encountered in data
intensive P2P applications, we consider in this paper a particular
application, the diagnosis of asynchronous discrete event systems.
We will show that although, on the face of it, this does not appear
to be a pure database application, (i) the problem can be suitably
modeled using Datalog programs, and (ii) it can benefit from the
large battery of optimization techniques developed for Datalog.

A telecommunication networkconsists of a large number of peers
(pieces of hardware and software) that are distributed. Each peer
runs some application that may fail in various occasions and that
issues, depending on its state,alarm signals. The operational logic
of each peer, including the possible states and their corresponding
alarm signal, is described by a Petri net. Each local peer has only
a partial view of the system, and its local time is not synchronized
with that of the other peers. Alarms are reported to supervisors that
performdiagnosis; we will consider the case with a single super-
visor only. The communication of alarms over the network causes
a loss of synchronization that results in the need to consider their
nondeterministic interleaving at the supervisor to analyze the ori-
gin of the fault. Suppose that the system fails (i.e. some kind of
severe fault is reported); the supervisor needs to determine what
actually happened in the global system. Observe that the informa-
tion available when performing this analysis may be seen as par-
tially extensionaldata (e.g., a sequence of alarms received by the
supervisor), and partiallyintentional (e.g., the possible execution
flow of some peer as described by its Petri net). Also observe the
presence of recursion since the execution in one peer may depend
on the execution at some other peers, and vice versa.

We will show that diagnosis problems can be stated in terms of
query evaluation in deductive databases.

Naturally a main concern is the efficiency of the diagnosis pro-
cess. Typically, one examines the possible executions and isolates
those that correspond to what was observed by the supervisor, e.g.,
perform some analysis of the “unfoldings”, see [13], of Petri nets.
A technique is proposed in [8] to reduce the portions of the un-
foldings that are constructed during this analysis. Similarly, for
Datalog, two main, closely related, optimization techniques for
query evaluation in deductive databases have been studied, namely
Query-Sub-Query (QSQ) [34] and Magic Set [7] (among others),
that both aim at minimizing the quantity of data that is materialized.

We will show how an extension of QSQ may be used to perform
efficient diagnosis of asynchronous systems.

We enrich Datalog and QSQ to handle distribution, not a totally
new concern; see, e.g., [19, 33]. The core of the QSQ technique
consists in the rewriting of a Datalog program given a query. In
the diagnosis context, the Datalog program (i.e. the alarms and the
Petri nets) is distributed over several peers. We show that each peer
can perform its own rewriting with only local information available.



We call our distributed extension of QSQ, dQSQ.
Interestingly, we will show that a simple “generic” use of dQSQ

achieves as good an optimization as that previously provided by the
dedicated diagnosis algorithm of [8]. Moreover, we will see that it
allows optimizing a much larger class of system analysis problems,
including situations where only part of the alarms are reported, or
when alarm patterns need to be detected. As soon as the problem
can be stated in Datalog terms (and we will see that this is possible
for many important diagnosis problems), dQSQ can be applied to
optimize the evaluation.

P2P information and ActiveXML.We believe that beyond
this particular application, deductive database techniques are well
suited for a large range of applications that involve autonomous
peers managing large volumes of data. For instance, the use of
declarative queries for routing information in a network naturally
leads to recursive query processing [16]. Indeed, the authors of the
present paper have adapted QSQ to a P2P setting while working
on query optimization for ActiveXML [5], i.e., XML documents
where some of the data is given intentionally by means of calls to
Web services. The analogy between deductive databases and active
documents is quite strong. Think of an element node in a document
as a collection. This collection may be given extensionally or spec-
ified intensionally with a call to some Web service. So such nodes
play the role of a Datalog predicate and calls to Web services, the
role of Datalog rules. The recursion comes in naturally: think of a
Web service calling a second Web service that calls the first.

The dQSQoptimization technique presented here is in fact a
subset of a technique developped for ActiveXML, namelyaxml-
QSQ. The goal was to dramatically reduce data materialization and
communication via the management of selective service invocation,
service refinement and sideway information passing. axmlQSQ is
substantially more complex than dQSQ because it also has to ad-
dress issues related to tree manipulation and node creation (when
trees are copied). A difficulty in the tree setting is querypushing
into services, that entails some form of XML query composition
and tree unification. An implementation is on-going that is based
on asynchronous exchange of information flows between the peers
involved in a computation.

In the late 80’s, deductive databases had many fans who (we
think correctly) believed that recursive query evaluation techniques
were capturing fundamental aspects of information management.
It turned out that the addition of transitive closure to relational sys-
tems was sufficient to handle most applications that were consid-
ered at that time. So, deductive databases did not convince industry.
We believe that the management of large amounts of data in dis-
tributed peers mutually depending of each other (as in the diagno-
sis problem and more generally in ActiveXML settings), naturally
motivates the use of the deductive database paradigm.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the diag-
nosis problem. The distributed dDatalog and dQSQ are presented
in Section 3, and applied to the diagnosis problem in Section 4.
Related works are discussed in Section 5.

2. PRELIMINARIES
We start by formally defining the diagnosis problem studied. The

model that we use is typical for modeling telecommunication sys-
tems, and is used in particular in the framework of the Swan project
[31]. A Petri Netdescribes the behavior of each peer in a P2P sys-
tem and the alarms each of them emits depending on its state. The
unfoldingof the Petri net is a representation of the (possibly infi-
nite) set of possible runs for such a system. Analarm sequence
describes a sequence of alarms gathered by the system supervisor.

Figure 1: A Petri net.

To formalize this, letV andA be infinite domains ofnodesand
alarm symbolsrespectively. LetP be an infinite domain ofpeer
names. The two notions ofnetandPetri netgiven next are central
for describing the problem.

DEFINITION 1. A net is a directed labeled graph
N = (S, T, E, α, φ). S, T ⊆ V are two disjoint (possibly infinite)
sets of nodes, calledplacesand transitions, resp.E ⊆ (S × T ) ∪
(T × S) is a set of edges, connecting places and transition nodes.
α : T → A andφ : S ∪ T → P are two node labeling functions.
α associates an alarm symbol to each transition in the net, andφ
associates a peer name to each place and transition in the net. For
v ∈ S ∪ T , we denote by•v = {u | (u, v) ∈ E} the parentsof
nodev, and byv• = {u | (v, u) ∈ E} its children.

DEFINITION 2. A Petri net(N, M) consists of a netN =
(S, T, E, α, φ) whereS andT are finite, and a distinguished subset
M ⊆ S of the places ofN , called themarked placesof the net. A
transition nodet of the Petri net isenablediff all its parent nodes
are marked. Such a transition canfire and yield a new Petri net
(N, M ′) whereM ′ = M− •t+t• ; we assume Petri nets aresafe,
i.e. if t is enabled in some reachable markingM , thenM ∩ t• = ∅.

We will use as a running example the safe Petri net given in Fig-
ure 1. Transitions are denoted by squares and places by circles.
The marked places are in bold. The numbers inside the nodes are
the node identifiers. The labels next to transition nodes are their
associated alarm symbols. We have two peersP1 andP2. For in-
stance,α(i) = b, φ(i) = P1, •i = {1, 7}, i• = {2, 3}. Transition
i, ii andv are enabled. If transitioni fires, the marking from places
1, 7 is removed and places2, 3 become marked. The markings of
the places in a particular peer model the current state of this peer,
and the transition nodes capture possible state transitions. Petri nets
generalize automata, in the sense that global states decompose into
several local states represented by marked places. Several transi-
tions may occur in parallel or in any order: this will be referred to
asconcurrency.

An executionof a Petri net is a sequence of firings of transi-
tions, up to interleaving (i.e. permutation of pairwise independent
events).Unfoldingsof Petri nets (see Figure 2) are representations
of all possible executions, in the form of a particular (acyclic) net
together with anet homomorphism, defined next, to the original
Petri net.

DEFINITION 3. A homomorphismfrom a netN to a netN ′ is
a mappingρ : S ∪ T → S′ ∪ T ′ preserving the peer, the alarm



Figure 2: A branching process of a Petri net.

symbol, and the type (i.e.placeor transition) of each node. Fur-
thermore, for every placev ∈ S, the restriction ofρ to •v (and
resp.v•) is a bijection from•v onto•ρ(v) (resp.v• ontoρ(v)•).

The fact that one transition may disable or enable another is
captured in the unfolding by theconflict andcausalrelationships
among the nodes, respectively.

DEFINITION 4. Two nodesv and u of a netN are in causal
relation, denoted byv � u, iff either v = u or the net contains
a path fromv to u. Two nodesv andu of a netN are in conflict
relation, denotedv#u, iff N contains two distinct transition nodes
t, t′ with a common parent and wheret � v andt′ � u. If neither
v � u nor u � v nor v#u, u andv are concurrent, written u ‖
v. An unfolding or branching processof a Petri net(N, M) is
a pair U = (N̂ , ρ) whereN̂ is a (possibly infinite) net andρ a
homomorphism̂N → N such that:

• N̂ is acyclic (i.e.� is a partial order), and for each nodev
in it, the set{u | u � v} is finite.

• the image underρ of the setc0 of roots ofN̂ is the setM of
marked places in(N, M).

• no node has two conflicting parents.

• each place node in̂N has at most one incoming edge,

• for every two distinct transition nodest, t′ ∈ N̂ , either•t 6=
•t′ or ρ(t) 6= ρ(t′).

A configurationC of N̂ is a set of nodes containingc0, downward
closed(v ∈ κ andu � v imply u ∈ C) andconflict-free(v ∈ C
andu#v implyu 6∈ C).

A branching process of the Petri Net of Figure 1 is represented
in Figure 2 (ignore for now the shading of some nodes). The places
/ transitions there represent instances of the corresponding Petri net
places / transitions visited during a run of the system1; the ids in the
1In the Petri net literature, the unfolding instances of the Petri net
places(resp.transitions) are often called conditions (resp.events).
To minimize the terminology introduced in the paper, we refer to
both as places (resp. transitions), keeping in mind that one place in
the unfolding is an instance of one in the Petri net, and similarly for
a transition.

nodes refer to the Petri net nodes they map to. The alarm next to
a transition is the alarm of the corresponding transition in the Petri
net.

The set of all branching processes of Petri net(N, M) is uni-
quely defined up to isomorphism. For two branching processes
U, U ′ of a Petri net(N, M), U ′ is aprefixof U writtenU ′ v U , if
U ′s node set is contained in that ofU (note that unfoldings gener-
ate downward closed sets, thus the name “prefix” is justified). By
[13], there is a unique (up to isomorphism)v-maximal branching
process.Unfold(N, M), calledthe unfolding of(N, M).

The problem.When a transition fires, an alarm corresponding
to the associated alarm symbol is sent to the supervisor. We model
such analarm as a pair(a, p) wherea is some alarm symbol and
p is the peer that emitted this alarm. Analarm sequencereceived
by the supervisor is thus a sequence(a1, p1), (a2, p2) . . . (an, pn).
Recall that we assume asynchronous communications, so we do not
guarantee that the alarms sent by different peers appear in the order
they were emitted; we can only assume that for each individual peer
the relative order of its alarms in the sequence respects the order in
which they were sent by the peer. The goal is to find an explanation
for a given alarm sequence.

Input:. A Petri net(N, M) and an alarm sequenceA = (a1, p1),
(a2, p2) . . . (an, pn).

Output:. All configurationsC of Unfold(N, M) s.t. there is a
bijection τ from the alarms inA to the alarms inC that (i) pre-
serves the alarms symbol (i.e.α(τ(ai, pi)) = ai), (ii) preserves
the peer names (i.e.,φ(τ(ai, pi) = pi), and (iii) does not con-
tradict the partial order of alarms for this particular peer (i.e., for
each(ai, pi), (aj , pj), i < j, if pi = pj then it cannot be the case
that τ(aj , pj) � τ(ai, pi). We call this set thediagnosis set(of
A in (N, M)). In practice, this set will have to be ”explained” to
a human supervisor and represented (preferably graphically) in a
compact form.

To continue with our example, the set of shaded nodes in Figure
2 is a diagnosis (i. e. configuration giving a possible explanation)
for the alarm sequence(b, p1), (a, p2), (c, p1). The same set of
nodes is also a diagnosis for the alarm sequence(b, p1), (c, p1),
(a, p2), but not, for instance, for(c, p1), (b, p1), (a, p2).

3. DISTRIBUTED DATALOG AND QSQ
We will model Petri net unfoldings and alarm sequences using

a distributed version of Datalog, that we calldDatalog, and opti-
mize it with a distributed version of QSQ, that we call dQSQ. We
define these next, borrowing notation from [32]. A main difference
from [32] is that peer names here are constants, while they are al-
lowed to be variables in [32]. The departure from classical Datalog
is that we allow the presence of function symbols. This is needed to
capture the creation of the nodes when constructing the unfolding.
Note that, as a consequence, the semantics of a Datalog program
may be infinite and its naive evaluation may not terminate.

Syntax.We assume infinite domainsD of constants,V ar of vari-
able names,F of function names, and a fixed collection of relation
symbolsR1, . . . , Rn. We usex, y, z for variables,b, c, p for con-
stants,f, g for functions, ande for terms constructed by apply-
ing functions on constants, variables, and other terms. Terms that
contain no variables are calledground. An atoma has the form
R@p(e1, . . . , en) wherep is a constant (representing a peer name).
The intuition is thatR(e1, . . . , en) “holds” at peerp.

A rule has the form



r relations R, A
rule 1 R@r(x, y) :- A@r(x, y)
rule 2 R@r(x, y) :- S@s(x, z), T@t(z, y)

s relations S, B
rule 3 S@s(x, y) :- R@r(x, y), B@s(y, z)

t relations T, C
rule 4 T@t(x, y) :- C@t(x, y)

Figure 3: A dDatalog program

a0 :- a1, . . . , an, x1 6= y1, . . . , xm 6= ym

where theai’s, i = 0 . . . n, are atoms and thexj , yj , j = 1 . . . m
are constants or variables names that appear ina1 . . . , an. Fol-
lowing standard terminology,a0 is the head,a1, . . . , an, x1 6=
y1, . . . , xm 6= ym is the body, and whenn = 0, a0 is called a
fact. We require that all the variables in the head appear also in the
body of the rule.

A programP is a finite set of rules. The rules at sitep are the
rules wherep is the site of the head. The intuition is that peerp
holds the rules defining relationR@p. When all the atoms appear-
ing in P belong to one site, sayp, we say thatP is alocal program.
For such local programs, when the peerp is clear from the context,
we will omit it and use a shorthand notationR(e1, . . . , en) rather
thanR@p(e1, . . . , en).

As an example, consider the dDatalog program in Figure 3. The
rules are distributed between three peers,r (hosting relationsR, A),
s (hostingS, B) andt (hostingT, C). RelationsR, S, T are inten-
sional, i.e., defined by the program; andA, B, C are base relations,
i.e., given extensionally as facts. For defining queries, we also use
rules, e.g.,Q@r(y) :- R@r(“1”, y). This query, posed at peerr,
computes theR tuples having the value “1” in their first column
and projects out the first column.

Models and Semantics.There is a canonical translation of a
dDatalog programP into a Datalog programP g called theglobal
Datalog program: each n-ary relation nameR is translated into an
(n+1)-ary relation nameRg, and each atomR@p(t1, . . . , tn) into
Rg(t1, . . . , tn, p). We define amodelof P to be a model ofP g.
As usual the semantics ofP is its minimal model.

3.1 Query evaluation
We start by considering the evaluation of local programs, and

then move to distributed ones. We first consider naive query evalu-
ation and then its optimization with QSQ.

Naive evaluation revisited.We differ from standard naive
evaluation of Datalog in that we want to think of a naive evaluation
as a continuous flow of tuples. The evaluation works as follows.
It starts with the query relation andactivatesit. When a relation
is activated, it activates all rules defining it. When a rule is acti-
vated, it activates all relations occurring in its body. A rule that is
activated continuously receives tuples from the relations in its body
and produces tuples (by evaluating the corresponding query). The
computation terminates when (1) no more new rule or relation may
be activated and (2) no new fact may be derived by any of the ac-
tivated rules. This evaluation is slightly different but equivalent to
classic naive evaluations.

Query-sub-Query.QSQ is a beautiful but complex technique
and for space limitation, we do not intend to present it here in detail,

Query Q(x) :- Rbf (“1”, x)

in-Rbf (“1”) :-
Rule 1 sup10(x) :- in-Rbf (x)

sup11(x, y) :- sup10(x), A(x, y)
Rbf (x, y) :- sup11(x, y)

Rule2 sup20(x) :- in-Rbf (x)
sup21(x, y) :- sup20(x), Sbf (x, y)
sup22(x, y) :- sup21(x, z), T bf (z, y)
in-Sbf (x) :- sup20(x)
in-T bf (y) :- sup21(x, y)
Rbf (x, y) :- sup22(x, y)

Rule 3 sup30(x) :- in-Sbf (x)
sup31(x, y) :- sup30(x), Rbf (x, y)
sup32(x, y) :- sup31(x, y), B(y, z)
in-Rbf (x) :- sup30(x)
Sbf (x, y) :- sup32(x, y)

Rule 4 sup40(x) :- in-T bf (x)
sup41(x, y) :- sup40(x), C(x, z)
T bf (x, y) :- sup41(x, y)

Figure 4: The QSQ rewriting of the Datalog program

see [34, 3]. However, our work extends QSQ, so we give some
intuition on how it works.

The crux of the QSQ optimization technique is to minimize the
number of tuples derived. This is achieved by a rewriting of the
program based on the propagation of bindings. QSQ starts from
the rule defining the query. It processes the body of the rule from
left to right. For each atom in the rule, it creates a ”supplementary
relation” to keep the bindings of variables that can be used for this
atom. It obtains a new subquery, namely a call to the relation of
this atom with the binding provided by the supplementary relation.
More precisely, the QSQ rewriting is based onbinding patternsand
supplementary relations.

Binding Patterns.For each relation name, consideradorned
versionsof the relation based on the bindings of the variables: e.g.,
for the 2-ary relationR above,Rbb, Rbf , Rfb andRff represent,
respectively, the case with both variables bound, only the first one
bound, only the second, and none. The top down, left-to-right eval-
uation of the rules determines the propagation of bindings.

Supplementary relations.For each adorned relation and each
position in the body of an adorned rule, asupplementary relation
is introduced to accumulate the bindings relevant to that position.
The notationsupi,j is used to denote a supplementary relation for
positionj in rule i.

For instance, consider a local versionPlocal of the program in
Figure 3, ignoring the locations of rules and relations and assuming
they all reside on one peer. The QSQ rewriting ofPlocal is given in
Figure 4.

The QSQ evaluation has nice properties. It computes the correct
answer to the query. It materializes only aminimal set of tuples.
It is guaranteed to terminate when the program contains no func-
tion symbol. Clearly, QSQ deserves more elaboration and we refer
readers not familiar with this technique to [34, 3].

3.2 From QSQ to distributed QSQ
We next adapt QSQ to a distributed setting.



r Q@r(x) :- Rbf@r(“1”, x)
in-Rbf@r(“1”) :-
sup10@r(x) :- in-Rbf@r(x)
sup11@r(x, y) :- sup10@r(x), A(x, y)
Rbf@r(x, y) :- sup11@r(x, y)
sup20@r(x) :- in-Rbf@r(x)
Rbf@r(x, y) :- sup22@s(x, y)
sup31@r(x, y) :- sup30@s(x), Rbf@r(x, y)
in-Rbf@r(x) :- sup30@s(x)
sup32@r(x,y) :- sup32@s(x,y)

s sup21@s(x, y) :- sup20@r(x), Sbf@r(x, y)
in-Sbf@s(x) :- sup20@r(x)
sup22@s(x,y) :- sup22@t(x, z)
sup30@s(x) :- in-Sbf@s(x)
Sbf@s(x, y) :- sup32@r(x, y)
sup32@s(x, y) :- sup31@r(x, y), B@s(y, z)

t sup22@t(x, y) :- sup21@s(x, z), T bf@t(z, (y))
in-T bf@t(y) :- sup21@s(x, y)
sup40@t(x) :- in-T bf@t(x)
sup41@t(x, y) :- sup40@t(x), C@t(x, z)
T bf@t(x, y) :- sup41@t(x, y)

Figure 5: The full distributed QSQ rewriting

Naive distributed evaluation.Let us first reconsider newly
activated relations in our naive query evaluation. For local rela-
tions, the treatment is the same as before. For external relations,
a request has to be sent to the external site. Then tuples start be-
ing produced in various sites and exchanged. The system reaches
a fixpoint when no new relation may be activated and no new fact
derivedat any peer. It is easy to see that the result is exactly as in
the centralized case. One problem here is the detection oftermi-
nation. Since the state of the Datalog program is distributed, it is
more complex to detect termination than in classical Datalog. Nev-
ertheless one can use standard termination detection algorithms for
distributed computing, in the style of [19, 33], for detecting that all
peers are in idle mode; details omitted.

Distributed QSQ (dQSQ).The dQSQ processing starts at the
peer where the query is posed. As in centralized QSQ, we start with
the rule defining the query, and then in a top-down fashion, process
the body of rules defining each encountered relation, from left to
right. The only difference is that now, when a remote relation is
encountered, the peer delegates the processing of the remainder of
the rule (from the remote relation name to the right end of the rule)
to the remote peer in charge of that relation.

To illustrate the process, assume that the queryQ@r(y) :-
R@r(“1”, y) is posed to peerr. Peerr rewrites its own rules (Rule
1 andRule 2). The rewriting of the first is like in the local case
since it contains no remote relations. For the second rule, when the
rewriting encounters the remote relationS, it sends to peers the
remainder of the rule, namely a query that defines the bindings that
need to be computed by the remainder of the rule:
(†) sup22@s(x, y) :- sup20@r(x), Sbf@s(x, z), T bf@t(z, y)

Peers processes(†), again using a QSQ rewriting. Observe that,
if a peer receives the same request from different peers , it reuses
the samemachineryto answer.

To conclude, Figure 5 gives the resulting dQSQ program. Ob-

serve that it is almost identical to that of Figure 4, obtained in the
local case. The only difference is that some supplementary rela-
tions are defined in one peer and then sent to another peer where
their bindings are used. (See rules in bold forsup22 andsup32.) In
general, one can verify thatdQSQ is as optimal as QSQ, namely
materializes the same minimal information.

THEOREM 1. LetP be a dDatalog program, and assume w.l.o.g.
that the relation names of distinct peers are different2. Let Plocal

be a “local” version ofP ignoring peer names,̂P , P̂local be the
rewritten programs generated fromP andPlocal by the dQSQ and
QSQ algorithms, resp.

1. There is a surjectionζ from the relation names in̂P to those
of P̂local, that is a bijection for all the adorned relations, and
where every relationR@p ∈ P̂ , P̂ |=
R@p(c1, . . . , cn) iff P̂local |= ζ(R)(c1, . . . , cn).

2. dQSQ computes the same facts (up to the mappingζ) as QSQ
and terminates onP iff QSQ does onPlocal.

An important point is that in dQSQthe rewriting is performed
locally at each peer without any global knowledge.

We conclude with two general observations on dQSQ.

Remark 1. One could use a different distribution for the supple-
mentary relations, based on some cost model.

Remark 2.The dQSQ computation, and the generation of re-
sults, may start even before the rewriting is complete. This property
is especially important in the context of the Web where the number
of sites transitively involved in a computation may be too large to
explore exhaustively.

4. FROM PETRI NETS TO DQSQ
In this section, we show how to use dDatalog and dQSQ to solve

the diagnosis problem. We first explain how unfoldings and alarm
sequences are modeled in dDatalog. Then we show the powerful
effect of dQSQ in this context. Naturally there are different ways to
express the problem in dDatalog. We first give a simplified version
of the program, then explain how it can be improved.

4.1 Unfolding as dDatalog
We now explain how the Petri net unfolding can be expressed

using dDatalog. Observe that the rules at each peer are defined
locally at the peer: They are based solely on thepeer’s view of the
Petri net, namely the places and transitions of the peer and their
nearby neighborhoodwithout any global knowledge of the overall
net structure.

To simplify, we assume below that every transition node has ex-
actly two parents. This can be generalized to the arbitrary case
in a straightforward manner. We use further the constant sym-
bolsc1, . . . , cn to identify the nodes of the petri net. These corre-
spond, for instance, in our running example to the node identifiers
1 − 7, i − iv. W.l.o.g we assume that the node identifiers are all
distinct3.

We say that a peerp′ is aneighborof peerp, if it holds a tran-
sition t′ that controls a place node that is used to fire some tran-
sition t in p, i.e., p′ holds a transition node that is a grandpar-
ent of some transition inp. We denote byNeighb(p) the set of
2Otherwise rename the relations, e.g. by concatenating the peer
name.
3To guarantee that distinct peers use different identifiers the peer id
can be concatenated.



neighbor peers of peerp. For instance, in our running example,
Neighb(p1) = {p1, p2}.

We define eight intensional relations at each peerp: places,
trans, map, notCausal, notConf, causal, placesTree and
transTree. The first two relationsplaces andtrans describe re-
spectively the place and transition nodes of the unfolding. Intu-
itively, the atomtrans(t, s, s′) states that the transition nodet is a
child place of nodess ands′. Similarly,places(s, t) indicates that
place nodes is a child of transition nodet. (Recall from the def-
inition of the unfolding that each place node has a unique parent).
The relationmap represents the mapρ between the nodes of the
unfolding and those of the Petri net. Namely,map(x, c) holds for
a nodex of the unfolding and a nodec of the Petri net ifρ(x) = c.

ThenotCausal(x, y) andnotConf(x, x, y) atoms represent the
non causality and non conflict relation between the unfolding nodes
x, y and are used for the construction of theplaces andtrans of
the unfolding, following Definition 4. Finally,causal, placesTree,
and transTree are auxiliary relations used for the definitions of
the previous two. We next explain how each of these relations is
defined.

trans, places, map:.To define these relations, we use two
function symbolsf andg to generate fresh identifiers for the un-
folding nodes.

The first rule creates the unfolding roots. For each marked place
nodecr of the Petri net in peerp, we have a rule creating a corre-
sponding place node of the unfolding, and mapping it tocr. We use
some arbitrary virtual transition node idr as the ”parent” ofcr.

(††) places@p(g(r, cr), r) :-
map@p(g(r, cr), cr) :-

We next build inductively the unfolding. For brevity, we use
below the notationa, a′:-body as a shorthand for the two rules
a:-body anda′:-body having the same body. For each transition
nodec in p with grandparent nodes at peersp′, p′′, peerp has the
rule:

trans@p(f(c, u, v), u, v),
map@p(f(c, u, v), c) :- map@p′(u, c′), map@p′′(v, c′′),

places@p′(u, u′), places@p′′(v, v′),
notCausal@p′(u′, v),
notCausal@p′′(v′, u),
notConf@p′(u′, u′, v′)

Note that the petri node idsc, c′, c′′ and the peer idsp, p′, p′′ in
the above rules are all constants, which is in accordance with the
dDatalog syntax that requires constant peer ids.

Similarly, for each place nodec′ in the Petri net that is a child of
nodec at peerp, we have the rule:

places@p(g(x, c′), x),
map@p(g(x, c′), c′) :- map@p(x, c),

trans@p(x, y, z)

We next explain how thenotCausal andnotConfused in the
above rules are defined.

notCausal:.This is the complement of thecausal relation. In-
terestingly, it can be defined positively. Namely, for two transi-
tion nodes,x, y in the unfolding,notCausal(x, y) indicates that
¬[y � x]. For all peer namesp′, p′′ ∈ Neighb(p), peerp holds
the following rules:

notCausal@p(x, y) :-
trans@p(x, u, v), places@p′(u, u′),
notCausal@p′(u′, y), places@p′′(v, v′),
notCausal@p′′(v′, y), u 6= y, v 6= y, x 6= y

Additionally, we have to use one rule to state that the virtual transi-
tion noder (used in rule(††) above) is not causal to any transition
node:

notCausal@p(r, x) :- trans@p(x, y, z)

To conclude, we definenotConf. The definition uses three auxil-
iary relationscausal, placesTree, andtransTree.

causal:. For two transition nodesx, y of the unfolding, the atom
causal(x, y) indicates that nodey is an ancestor of nodex (i.e.
y � x). causalandnotCausalare complements. However, since
the emphasis is on negation free dDatalog, we define both directly
in a positive manner. We will return to this issue later. For peers
p′, p′′ ∈ Neighb(p), peerp holds the following rules:

causal@p(x, y) :- trans@p(x, u, v), places@p′(u, y)
causal@p(x, y) :- trans@p(x, u, v), places@p′′(v, y)
causal@p(x, y) :- causal@p(x, u), causal@p′(u, y)
causal@p(x, y) :- causal@p(x, v), causal@p′′(v, y)
causal@p(x, x) :- trans@p(x, u, v)

transTree and placesTree:.We would like to have a copy
of the ancestor tree stored locally at a node. This will be used
to keep communication local in thenotConf relation. We use
transTree(x, w, w′, w′′) to store the relationtrans(w, w′, w′′)
locally at nodex, wherew is an ancestor of nodex. Similarly,
placesTree(x, z, z′) stores a local copy of the relationplaces(z, z′)
at nodex. For all possible peersp′ ∈ Neighb(p):

transTree@p(x, x, u, v):-trans@p(x, u, v)
transTree@p(x, w, w′, w′′):-trans@p(x, u, v),

places@p(u, u′), transTree@p′(u′, w, w′, w′′)
placesTree@p(x, u, u′):-trans@p(x, u, v),

places@p′(u, u′)
placesTree@p(x, z, z′):-trans@p(x, u, v),

places@p(u, u′), placesTree@p′(u′, z, z′)

notConf:. Finally, the relationnotConf(w, x, y) captures absence
of conflict (¬[x]y]) between two transition nodes in the unfolding,
as observed by nodew.
First, we do not want a conflict between any transition and the vir-
tual transition noder:

notConf@p(w, r, x) :- trans(x, y, z), trans(w, y′, z′)
Next, we denote byMates(p) the set of peers that hold a transition
that is the grandparent of a grandchild of some transition atp. For
each peerp′ ∈ Mates(p), peerp holds the following rules.

notConf@p(x, z, y) :- transTree@p(x, z, u, v),
placesTree@p(x, u, u′), placesTree@p(x, v, v′),
notConf@p(x, u′, y), notConf@p(x, v′, y),
notCausal@p′(y, u), notCausal@p′(y, v)

notConf@p(x, z, y) :- transTree@p(x, z, u, v),
placesTree@p(x, u, u′), placesTree@p(x, v, v′),
notConf@p(x, u′, y), notConf@p(x, v′, y),
causal@p′(y, z)



We are now ready to state the following theorem that ensures the
correctness of the distributed construction of the program. Given
a Petri net(N, M), let Prog(N, M) denote the distributed dDat-
alog program, defined as above, consisting of the set of rules at
all peers. LetN (N, M) consists of the possibly infinite set of do-
main elements representing the unfolding nodes constructed by the
program.

N (N, M)={c | Prog(N, M) |= trans@p(c, c′, c′′)
for somep, c′, c′′ }

∪ {c | Prog(N, M) |= places@p(c, c′)
for somep, c′}

THEOREM 2. Given a Petri net(N, M), there exists a bijection
δ from the nodes of its unfoldingUnfold(N, M) = (N̂ , ρ) to
N (N, M) s.t. for every peer namep:

1. c ∈ N̂ is a transition node inp and child of place nodes
c1, c2 iff Prog(N, M) |= trans@p(δ(c), δ(c1), δ(c2)).

2. c ∈ N̂ is a place node inp and child of a transition nodec1

in peerp iff Prog(N, M) |= places@p(δ(c), δ(c1))

2’. c ∈ N̂ is a place node inp and is a root of the unfolding iff
Prog(N, M) |= places@p(δ(c), r),

3. c ∈ N̂ is a transition mapped byρ to a Petri net nodec′ on
peerp iff Prog(N, M) |= map@p(δ(c), c′).

The proof follows from the structure of the rules definingtrans,
places andmap, and is based on Lemma 1 that is proved by in-
duction on the depth of the unfolding.

LEMMA 1. For each transition nodesc (residing in peerp) and
c′, in Unfold(N, M), we have:
¬[c′ � c] iff Prog(N, M) |= notCausal@p(δ(c), δ(c′));
¬[c]c′] iff Prog(N, M) |= notConf@p(δ(c), δ(c), δ(c′)).

We conclude this subsection with two remarks regarding the struc-
ture of our program.

Remark 3:.Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between
place nodes and the transitions creating them, one can avoid com-
puting and storing them and simply infer the relevant information,
when needed, from that of their parents. We have chosen to give
the above variant for simplicity of the presentation. The more space
conscious variant can be easily inferred.

Remark 4:.The program defines two relations that are comple-
ments of each other,causal andnotCausal. The computation of
one could have been saved by using negation. Note that the nega-
tion has a stratified flavor: ThenotCausal relation of two nodes
can be determined once the causal relationship for all their ances-
tors is determined, and cannot be effected by later node creations.
Consequently, whenevernotCausal is needed in thetrans rules
for the creation of a new node, it can be inferred from thecausal
relation among the previously created nodes. Extensions of Magic
Sets for Datalog with negation were studied, e.g. in [29, 15] and
similar extensions are applicable to the distributed dQSQ setting.
In this paper we restricted our attention to positive dDatalog since
one of the main goals is to show that even this restrictive setting is
powerful enough to model and optimize real life distributed appli-
cations.

4.2 Diagnosis of an alarm sequence
Let p0 be the supervisor site, andA the alarm sequence received

by p0. Each peerpi provides a description of the transitions in
its Petri net, along with the alarm symbols which they emit in the
atompetriNet@pi(c, a, c′, c′′), which states that transition node
c at peerpi is a child of place nodesc′, c′′ and emits the alarma.
These base relations describing the Petri net, together with relations
trans@pi describing the unfolding, will be used by the supervisor
p0 to solve the diagnosis problem.

Here again, a crucial point is thatp0 defines its Datalog program
locally. The rules are based solely on its view of the Petri net, as
presented by the alarm sequence it received.

Let k be the number of peer names in the sequence.p0 first
splits the alarm sequenceA into k subsequences, one per peer, each
being the restriction ofA to the alarms emitted by that peer. These
subsequences are represented in a base relation calledalarmSeq
as follows. Consider the subsequenceAp = (a1, p), . . . , (an, p) of
the alarms emitted by a peerp. To encode the index of the alarms in
Ap we usen+1 distinct constantsc0 . . . , cn. The relation contains,
for i = 1 . . . n, the atom

alarmSeq(ci−1, ai, p, ci):-
Additionally it defines the following intensional relations. The

first set of rules below constructs, for increasingly larger prefixes
of the alarm sequence, configurations that match this prefix. To
simplify the presentation, let us first assume thatall the alarms
come from a single peerp. We will explain afterwords how to
generalize the given rules for an arbitrary number of peers.

Each (diagnosis) configuration for an alarm sequence prefix of
lengthi is assigned some id. It is obtained from a configuration of
length i − 1 by extending it with one additional transition corre-
sponding to theith alarm in the sequence. This construction is de-
scribed by the relationconfigPrefixes. The relationconfigPrefi-
xes@p0(id, id′, x, i) holds iff id is the identifier of prefix configu-
ration of lengthi, constructed by extending a shorter configuration
with id id′ with the transition nodex. The ids of the prefix config-
urations are generated using the Skolem functionh.

We initialize with sequences of length zero using the constant
virtual transition noder, as in rule(††) above:

configPrefixes@p0(h(r), h(r), r, c0) :-

Then, we recursively construct the configurations for longer pre-
fixes. More precisely, letp be the name of the peer emitting the
alarms in the sequence. (Recall that for now we assume that all
alarms come from a single peer). The supervisor defines a rule of
the following form.

configPrefixes@p0(h(z, x), z, x, i) :-
petriNet@p(t, a, c, c′), alarmSeq@p0(i

′, a, p, i),
configPrefixes@p0(z, w, y, i′),
transInConf@p0(z, u), transInConf@p0(z, v),
notParent@p0(z, g(u, c)), notParent@p0(z, g(v, c′)),
trans@p(x, g(u, c), g(v, c′))

Intuitively, the rule states that a prefix configuration of lengthi is
constructed by picking a shorter configurationz and two transition
nodesu, v in z having children place nodesg(u, c), g(v, c′) which
(1) can together trigger a new transitionx with alarma, and (2)
haven’t been used already to trigger some other transition in the
configuration.

Observe that the rule uses two auxiliary relations, namelytrans-
InConf and notParent. transInConf@p0(z, u) states that the
transition nodeu participates in the prefix configuration with id
z, and is defined as follows. The construction starts from the last



node in the configurationz, and recursively iterates through the
shorter prefix configurations from which it was constructed, col-
lecting their transitions:

transInConf@p0(z, x):-configPrefixes@p0(z, w, x, i)
transInConf@p0(z, x):-configPrefixes@p0(z, w, y, i),

transInConf@p0(w, x)
transInConf@p0(h(r), r):-

The atomnotParent(z, m) holds if the unfolding place nodem is
not a parent of any transition node in the prefix configurationz. It is
built monotonously in the style ofnotCausal: For all peer namesp
in the alarm sequenceA, the supervisor defines the following rule:

notParent@p0(z, m):-configPrefixes@p0(z, w, y, i),
trans@p(y, u, v), m 6= u,
m 6= v, notParent@p0(w, m)

notParent@p0(h(r), m):-places@p(m, y)

Finally, we select the configurations (and their transitions) corre-
sponding to the full alarm sequence.cn here is the index of the last
alarm in the sequence.

q(z, x) :- configPrefixes(z, w, y, cn), transInConf(z, x)

Multiple peers.The above rules assume that all the alarms come
from a single peerp, and consider incrementally larger prefixes of
the alarms from that peer. When the alarm sequence comes from
several peers we need to consider incrementally larger prexes of all
the subsequencesA1, . . . , Ak. Correspondingly we replace, in the
configPrefixes relation, the index attributei by a k-ary index
recording the position in each of the peers subsequences. The peer
p0 now definesconfigPrefixes rules for all the peersp in the
sequence, with an increment to thek-ary index being an increment
to any of the subsequence indexes.

The following theorem states the correctness of the above con-
struction. For a Petri net(N, M) and an alarm sequenceA, we use
PA(N, M, A) to denote the distributed dDatalog program consist-
ing of the Petri net and supervisor rules.Conf(N, M, A) denotes
the set of configurations computed by the program
PA(N, M, A):

Conf(N, M, A) = {C(c′) | for some configuration idc′}
where for eachc′

C(c′) = {c | PA(N, M, A) |= transInConf(c′, c)}

THEOREM 3. Conf(N, M, A) is precisely the set of all possi-
ble configurations ofA in Unfold(N, M) (modulo the bijection
δ of Theorem 2 between the nodes of the unfolding to the node ids
constructed by the program).

Remark 5:.Here again, the rules that we give above are not the
most efficient storage wise. For instance, the ids of nodes in prefix
configurations are copied at each step to form a configuration for
a longer prefix. This can be saved by using more complex rules
that ”chase” the nodes in shorter configurations. Note that the con-
figuration (function term) id holds information about the ids of the
shorter configurations from which it was constructed, and can be
used, via unification, to identify these configurations. We have cho-
sen the above variant for simplicity of presentation. The more space
conscious variant is easily inferred.

4.3 Computation with dQSQ
To perform the diagnosis, the supervisor issues the query

q@p0(?, ?), which is evaluated withdQSQ. Termination of the
computation is guaranteed by the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 1. On inputq@p0(?, ?) (andPA(N, M, A)),
dQSQ terminates.

A main concern is the efficiency of the diagnosis process. Previ-
ous research aimed at reducing the portions of the unfolding that are
constructed during analysis. Similarly, for dDatalog, dQSQ aims at
minimizing the quantity of materialized data.

To quantify the success of dQSQ in this context, we have com-
pared it to a dedicated diagnosis algorithm that has been recently
proposed in [8]. The algorithm is aimed at solving the diagno-
sis problem while materializing minimal portions of the unfolding.
We sketch the main principals of this algorithm below. For a full
description and study see [8].

Given a Petri net(N, M) and an alarm sequenceA, the algo-
rithm (i) modelsA as a linear Petri net formed by a sequence of
transitions emitting the alarms inA, (ii) computes theproductPetri
net of (N, M) andA and unfolds it completely. This product un-
folding projects to a prefix ofUnfold(N, M) containing only the
nodes that are “relevant” for the observed alarm sequence. Intu-
itively, the product of(N, M) andA is a net whose runs satisfy
the constraints imposed by both the original Petri net and the alarm
sequence. It explains increasing prefixes of the alarm sequence.
Starting from the setM of initially marked places on the Petri net
and an empty alarm sequence, one adds, to the net constructed for
the prefix of lengthi−1, the transition nodes that emit theith alarm
in the sequence and can extend some configuration of lengthi− 1
already in the net. When the last alarm symbol is processed, the net
contains all the nodes belonging to the possible configurations, and
those are extracted bottom up.

Interestingly, the “generic” use of dQSQ achievesprecisely the
same reductionas the above dedicated algorithm, for the portion of
the unfolding materialized during the diagnosis process.

To state this more formally, we use the following notations. Given
a Petri net(N, M) and an alarm sequenceA,

let Ûnfold(N, M, A) denote the prefixUnfold(N, M) material-
ized for the alarm sequenceA by the algorithm of [8].

Let P̂A(N, M, A) denote the rewritten programs generated from

PA(N, M, A) by the dQSQ algorithm. Let̂trans, p̂laces and
m̂ap denote the union of the adornedtrans, places andmap rela-
tions inP̂A(N, M, A), andN̂ (N, M, A) the set of unfolding nodes
constructed by the program in these relations. We can show the fol-
lowing by induction on the length of the alarm sequence.

THEOREM 4. There exists a bijectionδ from the nodes of
Ûnfold(N, M, A) to N̂ (N, M, A), satisfying conditions analo-
gous to those of Theorem 2.

4.4 Extensions
We considered above a basic diagnosis problem where all the

alarms emitted by the analyzed peers have been reported to the su-
pervisor. This can be generalized in several ways.

Hidden transitions.The peers may decide to report to the su-
pervisor only part of the alarms, e.g. when some of the transitions
have only internal significance (minor alarms).

Alarm patterns.Rather than analyzing one particular alarm se-
quence, we may seek explanation of a pattern described by some
regular language, e.g.,α.β∗.α.



Constraints on the configurations of interest.One may be
interested only in sequences of alarmsnot containing some known
patterns, and block the unfolding construction upon detection of
those patterns.

In all the above problems the structure of the alarm sequences
of interest can be easily described by a regular automaton whose
allowed transitions can be encoded in thealarmSeq relation. The
construction of the possible configurations then follows the same
lines as above. One problem introduced here is that the length of
the alarm sequence of interest is not bounded. The number of cor-
responding solutions, as well as the size of the relevant unfolding,
may be infinite. While termination is decidable (due to the finite
number of simultaneously marked petri nodes), some gadgets to
prevent non terminating computations, such as bounding the depth
of the unfolding, are desirable.

5. RELATED WORK & CONCLUSION
Petri-net based computations can be modeled and analyzed using

several temporal-logic based formalisms [11]; conversely, net un-
foldings have been used for model checking temporal logics [14].
The focus of this paper is on a P2P setting where each peer has
only a limited view of the system, and on the optimization of com-
putation. We argue that the management of large amounts of data
in distributed peers, naturally motivates the use of the deductive
database paradigm and can benefit from the large battery of op-
timization techniques developed for Datalog. We illustrated this
thesis here with the diagnosis problem and QSQ, and believe that
other optimization techniques can be similarly employed.

The present work falls under the general umbrella of distributed
data management [26]. The problem of distributed query process-
ing in a Web context is very active [10]. The architecture stressed
here is P2P. P2P information management [1], is becoming popu-
lar with systems such as Kazaa [20] and a number of techniques
have been developed to support it, e.g., distributed look-up as in [6,
18]. We showed in this paper a connection between an increasingly
popular P2P application - the distributed management of telecom-
munication systems, and a generic Datalog optimization technique,
namely QSQ. Interestingly, when adapted to a distributed setting,
the extended QSQ achieves an optimization as good as that pre-
viously provided by the dedicated diagnosis algorithms. Further-
more, it allows solving efficiently a much larger class of system
analysis problems.

The diagnosis of distributed discrete event systems with asyn-
chronous communication is a relatively new research topic. Decen-
tralized diagnosis is analyzed in [21], for the case of synchronous
communication; and [23] addresses fault diagnosis for distributed
systems modeled by Petri nets, again with synchronous communi-
cation. An extension is proposed in [22] to address the effect of
(bounded) communication delays in decentralized diagnosis. Dif-
ficulties resulting from communications are also investigated in
[30]. While [8] provides a detailed and efficient data structure to
represent all solutions of the (centralized) diagnosis of concurrent
and asynchronous systems by using unfoldings, [9] investigates the
high level orchestration ofdistributeddiagnosis for concurrent and
asynchronous systems.

We adapted here techniques from recursive query processing [3].
The literature on this topic used to be quite prolific and it is difficult
to do justice to all who contributed. A nice entry point to the field is
[27]. Bottom-up [34] and top-down [28, 7] optimizations have been
proposed. Some works considered it in the context of distributed
or parallel query processing. E.g., complexity issues are studied
in [12]. Perhaps most relevant to this work are [19, 33] that also
consider QSQ-like optimizations with data flow evaluations and a

termination detection mechanism that resemble ours (not detailed
in the present paper). One should also mention many works on the
parallel evaluation of transitive closure [4, 17], and of other limited
classes of programs [35]. Finally, other optimization techniques
have been proposed for distributed/recursive query processing, that
are somewhat orthogonal to dQSQ, e.g., semi-join techniques to
minimize communications [25], and the exchange of intensional
information [2, 32].

As mentioned in the introduction, dQSQ was originally devel-
oped to optimize query evaluation for the ActiveXML system, i.e.,
a system based on the exchange of XML documents with embed-
ded service calls in the P2P setting. We are currently implementing
in the ActiveXML system, the algorithms presented here. In the
ActiveXML setting, an intensional relation is an active document
that is enriched while new facts are deduced. A rule is simulated by
a Web service that produces facts. The service calls other relations
(local or external) to obtain flows of tuples and produces as well a
flow of tuples. Thus the services are continuous and asynchronous.
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